The total current to an equipotential _disk imbedded in an infinite, insulating plane is I= 4JCaqJ, where IC is the conductivity, a is thedisk 0 radius, and .<li is the potential of the disk relative to infinity.
0
In order to obtain-the concentration and activation overpotential for a rotating disk electrode it is necessary to subtract from the measured overpotential the ohmic_ potential drop between the reference electrode probe and the disk. The bhmic drop for a small disk is concentrated in the solution near the disk. Rather than try to put the probe from a reference electrode very near the surfac-~ and thus distort the potential and velocity distribution,s, one can estimate the ohmic drop from the resi.stance between a disk imbedded' in the surface of an insulator and a counter electrode at infinity. _This procedure does not account for deviations from the primary current distribution. These are related to oblate spheroidal coordinates by s = sinh 11 and TJ = cos e.
• .J
_/
coordinates by
where a .i.S .. the radius Of -the .disk, .z .is the ilor1nal-distance 1 from the disk,
I
and r .is .the distance .from the axis of symmetry. .In this coordinate system Laplace'-s equation is·
. and the bqundary conditions are
c<P/c'T} = 0 at T}=O (on .the irisulating annulus) • <I? = 0 at ~ = oo (far from the disk).
'
<I? well behaved at 'T}=l (on the axis of the disk).
To obtain a solution by the method of separation of variables we set
The differential equations for P and Q are
where .n is. the .. separat.ion constant. The solutions of these e.quatiQns are This .formula can be used to· estimate the error for the sit).lation where the reference electrode is not at infinity ap.d the potential field is distorted by the walls of the celL 16, 154-214 (1941) . ·
